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1. INTRODUCTION
The hydrodynamic approximation to the kinetic equations have been
studied since the pioneering work of Hilbert where for the first time it was
shown that the hydrodynamic Euler equations provide a good approxima-
tion to the nonlinear Boltzmann equation if the collisions between parti-
cles play a dominant role in driving the system toward equilibrium.
Research in this field provides a theoretical bridge between the micro-
scopic and macroscopic descriptions of matter. Also, since the hydrody-
namic equations are much easier to handle than their kinetic counterparts,
it gives a numerical tool by determining the conditions under which the
hydrodynamic equations provide a reasonable approximation of the corre-
sponding kinetic equations and estimating the error yielded by such an
approximation.
In this paper we will be concerned only with linear Boltzmann equa-
tions; in this case the corresponding hydrodynamic approximation is given
by the diffusion equation.
The development of the theory of partial differential equations resulted
in a renewed interest in the theory of the diffusion approximation to the
 w x.linear Boltzmann equation. In a series of papers see, e.g., 7, 8, 16 the
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French school developed a fairly exhaustive theory and applied it to
various linear kinetic equations. Their results were based on the rescaling
w xtechnique introduced in 10 and the asymptotic expansion of Hilbert type.
However, the considered only the data in equilibrium, avoiding thus the
problems created in the general case by the incompatibility of the initial
data for kinetic and diffusion equations and resulting in the so-called
initial layer phenomena. Also, the higher order approximation and the
analysis of the boundary layer were performed only for stationary equa-
tions.
In the early 1990s Mika and Banasiak developed the compressed asymp-
w xtotic procedure which had been originally proposed in 12 and which is a
modification of the Chapman]Enskog method known in the kinetic theory
since 1916. This procedure has proved to be particularly suitable for
handling the initial layer phenomena and was successfully applied to a
wide range of linear kinetic equations with nonequilibrium data. A de-
tailed presentation of the results achieved with the help of this procedure
and also its comparison with other asymptotic methods can be found in a
w x w xseries of articles 2, 3, 5, 6 and the monograph 14 .
We stress, however, that we avoided analysing the boundary layer
phenomena by considering the full-space case or periodic boundary condi-
tions. The simultaneous analysis of both boundary and initial layer has not
yet been successfully accomplished; it is a subject of present research.
A drawback of the results obtained so far is that they have been proven
in a special Hilbert space setting which is particularly suitable for such
problems; unfortunately, this Hilbert space has no direct physical interpre-
tation.It is known that the most appropriate mathematical setting for
kinetic problems is the space L where the norm can be interpreted as the1
total number of particles.
In this paper we develop an L version of the theory. However, as we1
shall see in Section 3, most Hilbert space results for the linear Boltzmann
w xequation, presented in 2, 14 , can be transferred with minor changes to the
L setting. The following Sections 4 and 5 constitute the main ``applied''1
part of the paper and present the diffusion approximation and the analysis
of the initial layer for two different scalings of the linear Boltzmann
equation for charged particles: one corresponding to the case when the
external field is relatively weak in comparison with the collisions and the
other when the field and the collisions are of the same order of magnitude.
We note that some of our results coincide with those obtained in
w x16, 17 ; this is not surprising as we aim to describe the same physical
situations. Here the novelty lies in rigorous analysis of the initial layer
phenomena and also in that the particular applications follow as special
cases of a general theory which is developed in Section 2.
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2. GENERAL RESULTS
 . nLet X s L V, J , where V ; R and J is some Banach space, with the1
norm
5 5 5 5u [ u x dx . 2.1 .  .X H J /
V
In the applications, J is also a space of L type. Thus X can be written as1
 .a projective tensor product X s X m J, where X s L V and this fact1
will be used throughout the paper, mainly for notational convenience.
We consider the following initial value problem for an abstract kinetic
equation in X :
1
­ u s S u q C u ,t e 2.2 .
u 0 s u. . Ê
 .We assume that the operators in Eq. 2.2 are of the form
N
S s S m S , x , i j , i
is1 2.3 .
C s I m C ,X
where S and S are operators acting in X and J, respectively, N is anx, i j , i
arbitrary number, I is the identity on X and C acts in J. OperatorsX
S , S and C are possibly unbounded. We assume that for each i, eitherx, i j , i
S or S is a conservative operator; S is also conservative and as such itj , i x, i
is closable. We adopt the same notation for the closure of S and assume
  ..that it generates a semigroup in X , denoted by G t . We alsoS t G 0
assume that the S commute with each other.x, i
Let us define D0 [ J and, recursively, for k s 2, 3, . . .S
Dk [ u g Dky1 ; S u g Dky1 for i s 1, . . . , N 2.4 . 4S S j , i S
5 5 kwith the natural graph norm denoted by ? .DS
We assume that l s 0 is a simple isolated eigenvalue of C and denote
by e the normalized eigenvalue of C corresponding to l s 0, which is
supposed to satisfy
e g D2 . 2.5 .S
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Moreover, we assume that C generates a semigroup of contractions
  ..G t in J; then also C will generate a semigroup of contractions,C t G 0
  ..say G t , in X .C t G 0
 .  .To make Eq. 2.2 solvable we assume that T [ S q 1re C generatese
  ..a semigroup, say G t , given by the Trotter formula; hence, it is aT t G 0e
semigroup of contractions.
Let us denote by P the spectral projection onto the null-space of C
 .denoted by V [ N C and let Q s I y P be the complementary projec-
tion onto W so that J s V [ W. The corresponding decomposition in X is
 .given by X s V [ W , where V [ PX s I m P X s X m V and W [ QXX
 .s I m Q X s X m W.X
 .Operating on both sides of the equations in 2 with projectors P and Q
and taking the advantage of postulated properties of all the operators we
 .arrive at the following, equivalent to 2.2 , system of equations in sub-
 w x.spaces V and W see 3
­ ¨ s P S ¨ q P S wt
1
­ w s Q S ¨ q Q S w q Q CQ w ,t e
2.6 .
¨ 0 s ¨ , w 0 s w , .  .Ê Ê
where ¨ s Pu, w s Qu, ¨ s Pu, and w s Qu.Ê Ê Ê Ê
Since P and Q are spectral projections, the operator QCQ, and hence
Q CQ, has bounded inverses in W and W , respectively.
We assume additionally that the restriction of the semigroup
  .. kG t to D l W, k s 0, 1, 2, is a strongly continuous semigroupQCQ t G 0 S
which satisfies
5 5 k yv t 5 5 kG t w F Ke w 2.7 .  .Ê ÊD DQCQ S S
for some K, v ) 0. These semigroups are generated by the restrictions of
QCQ to
Dk QCQ s u g Dk ; QCQu g Dk . 2.8 .  . 4S S S
This yields in particular that QCQy1 is a bounded operator in each Dk.S
 .According to the compressed modified Chapman]Enskog asymptotic
 .procedure, the approximate solution of 2.6 is looked for in the form
¨ t s ¨ t q ¨ t .  .  .Ä
2.9 .
w t s w t q w t , .  .  .Ä
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where t s tre . The terms ¨ and w are referred to as the bulk part of the
solution and should give a good approximation to ¨ and w for large times.
The terms ¨ and w are called the initial layer part and are expected toÄ Ä
improve the accuracy of the approximation for small t. The bulk part and
the initial layer part are sought independently. The terms ¨ , w, and w areÄ Ä
expanded into power series in e and the term ¨ remains unexpanded.
 w x.The formal compressed asymptotic expansion see 12, 14 gives the first
 .order approximation of the solution u s ¨ q w to 2.2 in the form
1. 1.u t s ¨ t q e ¨ tre q w tre q e w t q w tre , 2.10 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä1 0 1 1
where the particular terms of the expansion satisfy the equations
y11. 1. 1.­ ¨ s P S ¨ y e P S Q CQ Q S ¨ , 2.11 .  .t
y1 1.w s y Q CQ Q S ¨ , 2.12 .  .1
w t s G t w , 2.13 .  .  .Ä Ê0 Q C Q
­ ¨ t s P S w t , 2.14 .  .  .Ä Ät 1 0
­ w s Q CQ w q Q S w . 2.15 .Ä Ä Ät 1 1 0
 .  .Equations 2.11 and 2.15 are supplemented by the initial conditions
y11.¨ 0 s ¨ y e P S Q CQ w , 2.16 .  .  .Ê Ê
y1w 0 s Q CQ Q S ¨ . 2.17 .  .  .Ä Ê1
 .The operator P S in Eq. 2.14 , despite its one-dimensional range, is not
closable in the L -setting of the problem. However, if we assume that1
1  .  .S w g D l D Q CQ for any x g V and i s 1, . . . , N, then Eq. 2.14 isÊx, i S
solvable and
y1¨ t s P S Q CQ w t . .  .  .Ä Ä1 0
w xThis relation was proved in 12 for bounded S ; for the present case see
w x w x4 or Proposition 4.1 of Chapter 10 of 14 .
 .To ensure the solvability of the problem 2.15 we assume that for
i s 1, . . . , N and any x g V we have
S w g D1 QCQ . .Êx , i S
 . 1  .Then w t is differentiable in D , hence QS Qw t is differentiable inÄ Ä0 S j , i 0
 .J and consequently Eq. 2.15 is solvable.
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Since V is spanned by e , we have
Pu s f u m e s r m e , 2.18 .  .P
where f is a bounded linear functional on J. Since P is a spectralP
 .  .projection, W s N f and f e s 1. It can be calculated that for anyP P
u g X we have
N
y1P S Q CQ Q S Pu s d S S r m e , 2.19 .  . i j x , i x , j /i , js1
where
y1d s f S QCQ S e y e f S e 2.20 .  . . . /i j P j , i j , j P j , j
are constants. Similarly,
N
P S Pu s f S e S r m e . P j , i x , i /
is1
 .and therefore 2.11 is an equation in X for the coefficient of the
projection of the solution u onto the subspace spanned by e.
As we shall see later, this is the diffusion equation. Here we simply
assume that the operator
N N
D s f S e S y e d S S , 2.21 . . P j , i x , i i j x , i x , j
is1 i , js1
 .  .  .defined on the natural domain D D which satisfies D D ; D S ,x, i
i s 1, . . . , N, generates a uniformly bounded semigroup G . An importantD
property of G is that it commutes with all the operators S .D x, i
If we define the error of approximation by
1.y t s ¨ t y ¨ t q e ¨ tre , .  .  .  .Ä1
2.22 .
z t s w t y w tre q e w t q w tre , .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä0 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .then by 2.11 , 2.14 2.12 , 2.13 , and 2.15 the error satisfies formally
the system
­ y s P S y q P S z q e P S ¨ q e P S w ,Ä Ät 1 1
1
­ z s Q S y q Q S z q Q CQz q e Q S wÄt 1e
2.23 .
q e Q S ¨ q e Q S w y e­ w .Ä1 1 t 1
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These equations have to be complemented by the error due to the
approximation of the initial values. It follows that we have
y 0 s 0 .
2.24 .y1 y12z 0 s e Q CQ Q S P S Q CQ w. .  .  . Ê
w xThe following theorem generalizes Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 6 in 14 .
The main difference is that we relax assumptions on the operators to allow
the L -setting C and D are not necessarily generators of analytic semi-1
.groups , but then we have to require that the initial data are more regular.
THEOREM 2.1. If the initial ¨alue u satisfies for i s 1, . . . , N and x g VÊ
Sl u g D1 QCQ , l s 0, 1, 2.25 .  .Êx , i S
A A 5 l 5 2 5 l 5 1u s max max S u dx , max S u dxÊ Ê ÊH D H Dx , i x , iS S 51FiFN , 0FlF2 1FiFN , 0FlF5V V
- `, 2.26 .
then for any T , 0 - T - `, there is a constant L independent of e such that
5 5 2 A Ay t q z t F e L u 2.27 .  .  .ÊX
uniformly for 0 F t F T.
 .Proof. To simplify notation we denote by P h, x the Cauchy problem
1
­ r s S r q C r q h 2.28 .t e
r 0 s x . 2.29 .  .
Throughout the proof L will denote a generic constant independent of t,
e , and the initial data. We also assume that N s 1, thus S s S m S .x j
Due to the adopted assumptions we can prove that we can insert the
 .  .error defined by Eqs. 2.22 into the system 2.2 to get the error equations
 .  .2.23 . Hence, r s y q z is a classical solution of P f , m with
f t s e S ¨ tre q S w tre y ­ w t q Q S w t , .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä1 1 t 1 1
2.30 .
y1 y12m s e Q CQ Q S P S Q CQ w. .  . Ê
We split the estimates into two parts. To find the error due to the initial
 la ye r p a rt w e co n s id e r th e p ro b le m P e S P ¨ qÄ1
. 2 .y1  .y1 .S Q w , e Q CQ Q S P S Q CQ w and define r to be its mild solu-Ä Ê1 i
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tion. The following estimates hold:
5 5 yv t A AS w t F e L u , 2.31 .  .Ä ÊX1
5 5 yv t A AS ¨ t F e L u . 2.32 .  .Ä ÊX1
 .Let us prove 2.31 . By the formula of the solution of the inhomogeneous
Cauchy problem we have
y1S w t s S G t Q CQ Q S ¨ .  .  .Ä Ê1 Q C Q
t
q G t y s Q S G s w ds . .  . ÊH Q C Q Q C Q 5
0
Since P is a one-dimensional operator, the composition of operators in
 .  .the first term is a continuous operator, so by 2.5 , 2.7 , and ¨ s r m e weÊ Ê
have
y15 5S G t Q CQ Q S ¨ .  . Ê XQ C Q
y1yvt 2 yvt15 5 5 5 A AF Ke QCQ QS e S r F e L u , 2.33 .  .Ê ÊD Xj xS
5 2 5 5 2 5 A Awhere we used the fact that S r s S r m e F u .Ê Ê ÊX Xx x
 .For the second term we have by 2.7
t
S G t y s Q S Q G s w ds .  . ÊH Q C Q Q C Q
0 X
t
2s G t y s QS G s S w ds dx .  . ÊH H QCQ j QCQ x
1DV 0 S
t
yv t vs 2 yvt15 5 A AF Le e QS G s S w ds F Le u . . Ê ÊHH Dj x S
V 0
 .  .Combining both estimates we get 2.31 . The proof of 2.32 goes along the
same lines.
  ..Since the semigroup G t is a contraction semigroup, the follow-T t G 0e
ing estimate holds:
t2 yv sre 25 5 A A A Ar t F L e q e e u ds F Le u . 2.34 .  .Ê ÊX Hi
0
The error r related to the bulk part of the solution is the solution tob
 .P e f , 0 , where f s y­ w q Q S w . We define an auxiliary function h tot 1 1
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be the solution of the problem
1
­ h s Q CQh q e f ,t e
h 0 s 0. 2.35 .  .
It follows that the function f is differentiable with respect to t in X .
1. 1. .  .Indeed, putting ¨ 0 s r m e s r y er m e , where r m e sÊ Ê Ê Ê1 1
 .y1P S Q CQ w, we obtainÊ
y1 y11. 2 1.Q S Q CQ Q S ¨ t s QS QCQ QS e m G t S r .  .  .  . Ê . /j j D x
 .y1  .  .and QS QCQ QS e is a well-defined element of J by 2.5 and 2.7 .j j
Moreover,
2 2 1. 2 2 1. 2 2 1.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S S r s S S r e s S S ¨ 0 .Ê Ê .  .  .X X J Xx x x x x x
5 4 5 5 5 5 1 A AF S ¨ q e S w F u , 2.36 .Ê Ê ÊX XmDx x S
2 1.  .which shows that S r g D D and consequently Q S w is differentiableÊx 1
for t G 0. Similarly,
y1 y11. 1.­ w s Q CQ Q S ­ ¨ t s QCQ QS e m G t D¨ 0 , .  .  .  .  . . /t 1 t j D
and since D involves at most two iterations of S , we see that ­ w isx t 1
differentiable.
 .Therefore there is a classical solution h to 2.35 and
t
h t s e G t y s f s ds, .  .  .H e
0
 .  .where G t [ G tre and the function r [ r y h solves the prob-Ãe Q C Q b b
 .  .lem P S Qh, 0 .For any regular g we have by 2.7 ,
5 5 yv tre 5 5 1 yv tre 5 5 5 5S G tre g F Ke S g F Ke S g q S g .  .X XmD X XQ C Q x xS
2.37 .
and for g s f the second term above can be estimated as
y1 y11. 1.5 5 5 5 5 5S f t F S Q S Q CQ Q S ¨ t q S Q CQ Q S ­ ¨ t .  .  .  .  .X X Xt
y1 3 1.5 5 5 5F S QS QCQ QS e G t S ¨ 0 .  .  .J Xj j j D x
y1 2 1.5 5 5 5 A Aq S QCQ QS e G t S D¨ 0 F M u , .  .  . ÊJ Xj x i D x
2.38 .
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 .  .  .where we used 2.5 and 2.7 to bound the norms in J and 2.36 to
estimate the part in X. In exactly the same way we estimate the first term
 .of 2.37 .
With these estimates we obtain
t
5 5 5 5r t F S Qh s ds .  .Ã X H Xb
0
s Xt X X Xyv  sys .re 5 5 5 5F eL e S f s q S f s ds ds .  . .H H X Xx0 0
s Xt Xyv  sys .re 2A A A AF eL u e ds ds F Le u 2.39 .Ê ÊHH
0 0
for 0 F t F T with constant L proportional to T. In a similar way we
obtain
5 5 2 A Ah t F e L u . 2.40 .  .ÊX
The sum of the mild solutions r and r s r q h is the mild solution ofÃi b b
the problem
P e S ¨ q S w y ­ w q Q S w , m ,Ä Ä . /1 1 t 1 1
 .where m is defined in 2.30 . Since this problem has a classical solution
 .r s y q z, where y and z are given by Eqs. 2.22 , we have r s r q r .i b
 .  .  .Combining the estimates 2.34 , 2.39 , and 2.40 we get the required
 .estimate 2.27 .
 .  .Remark 2.1. In many cases the regularity assumptions 2.25 ] 2.26 can
be substantially relaxed. In all the applications discussed in this paper the
operator D is a diffusion operator and generates an analytical semigroup
 .  .  .in L V . Then the estimates leading to 2.39 can be sharpened and 2.261
 .with l F 4 is sufficient and with l F 3 in an L setting with p / 1 . Inp
 .many important cases the operator C is bounded; then clearly D QCQ s
 .  .W and the assumption 2.25 follows from 2.26 . Similarly, if S isj
bounded, then Dk s J.S
3. LINEAR BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The asymptotic analysis of the linear Boltzmann equation can be found
w xin 2, 14 . We recall here some basic results to fix notation and for further
reference.
To shorten notation we shall consider the one-dimensional, whole space
 .  .problem, that is, we take X s J m X s L R m L R and in this setting1 1
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we consider the following initial value problem:
­ u t , x , j s yj ­ u t , x , j .  .t x
1
X X Xy n j u t , x , j y k j , j u t , x , j dj , .  .  .  .H /e R
u 0, x , j s u x , j . 3.1 .  .  .Ê
 .  .Here t, x, j ª u t, x, j is the particle distribution function in the posi-
tion-velocity space. Referring to the notation of the previous section we
have
S u x , j [ y­ j u x , j s S m S u x , j .  .  .  . .x x j
C u x , j [ yM u t , x , j q Ku t , x , j .  .  .  .n
s yn j u t , x , j q k j , j X u t , x , j X dj X , .  .  .  .H
R
where S u s ­ u, S u s j u, M u s n u, and K is the integral operator.x x j n
 wWe will write the scattering kernel k in the form see, e.g., 11, pp.
x.33]34
k j , j X s m j f j , j X , 3.2 .  .  .  .
where m is the normalized Maxwellian distribution in a given temperature
u
y1r2 2m j s 2pu exp yj r2u , 3.3 .  .  . .
and f is called the scattering cross-section. We assume that f is a
measurable function satisfying, for almost all j X, j g R and some constant
c ,1
0 - f j , j X - c . 3.4 .  .1
 .The operator C satisfies H Cudj s 0 for every u g L R . HenceR 1
n j s k j X , j dj X s m j X f j X , j dj X . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .H H
R R
 .Equation 3.4 implies that for every j g R and some constants n , n0 1
0 - n F n j F n . 3.6 .  .0 1
The properties of the operator C are well known in the literature. We
recall here the most relevant of them.
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The number l s 0 is an isolated, simple eigenvalue of the operator C
 .and the Maxwellian m is the corresponding eigenfunction m s e .
 .The operator P and the functional f of Eq. 2.18 are given byP
Pu j s f u m m j s m j u j X dj X , 3.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  . . HP
R
and the range of C is given by
R C s f g L R n ; f j dj s 0 . 3.8 .  .  .  .H1 5
R
It follows that P S Pu s 0 and
y1 2P S Q CQ Q S Pu s m d­ r , 3.9 .  .x
 .  .  .  .where, by Eqs. 2.18 and 3.7 , r x s H u x, j dj and d is a constantR
 .defined by the one-dimensional version of 2.20 ,
d s j r j dj 3.10 .  .H
R
 .  . .  .with r j defined as the unique in W solution to Cr j s j m j . The
constant d is positive. The proof of this fact follows from the Hilbert space
theory since the formulae for P and Q are the same in both Hilbert and
 w x.L space settings see 14 .1
Hence, D is a diffusion operator and the diffusion equation approximat-
 .ing the kinetic equation in 3.1 takes the form
­ r s d­ 2 r . 3.11 .t x
The semigroup generated by the operator S can be written explicitly as
G t u x , j s u x y j t , j .  .  . .Ê ÊS
 .and clearly it is a semigroup of isometries in L R = R . Since C is a1
 .bounded operator, the solvability of the initial value problem 3.1 follows
from the Bounded Perturbation Theorem.
  ..The next step is to establish the exponential decay of G t inQCQ t G 0
the spaces Dk for k s 0, 1, 2. Clearly, Dk is a weighted L space:S S 1
kkD s L [ L R, 1 q j dj . 3.12 . . .S 1, k 1
w xThe following lemma was proved in 14, Sect. 11.3 .
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LEMMA 3.1. Under the assumptions of this section, for any k g N the
operator QCQ generates a uniformly continuous semigroup in L of negati¨ e1, k
type, independent of k.
 .Let u be the solution to the problem 3.1 . The first order approxima-
 .tion to u is given by Eq. 2.10 specified to the present setting. We give
only the explicit form of the diffusion equation which approximates the
evolution of the hydrodynamic part of the solution,
D x , t s u t , x , j dj .  .H
R
which is of major interest in physics. We must remember, however, that to
get the required accuracy of the approximation we have to complement
the solution of the diffusion equation r by the remaining terms of the
expansion.
To formulate the precise result we introduce the notation
W l [ W l R, L , l G 0, 3.13 .  .k . 1 1, k
that is, W l is a Sobolev space of order l of functions valued in L .k . 1, k
Then, taking into account Remark 2.1 the proof is then slightly more
w x .complicated, see 4, 14 for details we obtain the following version of
Theorem 2.1:
THEOREM 3.1. If the initial ¨alue u g W 4 l W 2 , then for any T , 0 -Ê 1. 2.
T - `, there is a constant L, independent of e , such that the error of the
 .approximation y q z, defined as in 2.22 , satisfies
5 5 2 5 5 4 5 5 2y t q z t F e L max u , u 3.14 .  .  .Ê Ê 5X W W1. 2.
uniformly for 0 F t F T.
4. LINEAR BOLTZMANN EQUATION WITH WEAK
EXTERNAL FIELD
We consider the initial value problem for the one-dimensional linear
kinetic equation which describes the time evolution of the spatially depen-
 .  .dent electron distribution function t, x, j ª u t, x, j in a weakly ion-
ized host medium under the influence of a spatially uniform time indepen-
dent electric field.
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With the notation of Section 3 the Boltzmann equation for this problem
takes the form
­ u t , x , j s yj ­ u t , x , j y a ­ u t , x , j .  .  .t x j
s yn j u t , x , j q k j , j X u t , x , j X dj X , t G 0, .  .  .  .H
R
4.1 .
with the initial condition
u 0, x , j s u x , j , 4.2 .  .  .Ê
where x, j g R and a is a constant electric acceleration. Under the
hypothesis that the ionization and recombination effects balances each
 X.  .other, k j , j is a non-negative measurable function such that 3.5 holds.
We assume additionally that for i s 0, 1, 2 we have
­ if j , j X g L R2 , 4.3 .  .  .j `
­ in g L R . 4.4 .  .j `
 .  . w xThe solvability of the problem 4.1 ] 4.2 is dealt with, e.g., in 1 . In
particular, the solving semigroup is a semigroup of contractions.
In the case when the collisions play a dominant role in approaching
equilibrium and the electric field is relatively weak, the appropriate scaling
 .of Eq. 4.1 is
­ u t , x , j s yj ­ u t , x , j y a ­ u t , x , j .  .  .t x j
1
X X Xq yn j u t , x , j q f j , j u t , x , j dj . .  .  .  .H /e R
4.5 .
w xThis scaling is different from that introduced and discussed in 11, 16 .
Without going into physical details we only point out that the scaling of
 .Eq. 4.5 is consistent with that for strong external fields, accepted by the
authors of the quoted works. More extensive discussion of different
w xscalings of various kinetic equations can be found in 13; 14, Chap. V .
In our present problem the operator C is the same as for the standard
 .linear Boltzmann equation 3.1 . The operator S , however, has the form
S u x , j s S m S q S m S u x , j , 4.6 .  .  .  . . .x , 1 j , 1 x , 2 j , 2
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where
S u s u , S u s ya ­ u ,x , 1 j , 1 j
S u s y­ u , S u s j u. 4.7 .x , 2 x j , 2
We start with finding the diffusion equation for this problem.
PROPOSITION 4.1. In the present case the operator D , as defined by Eq.
 .2.21 , has the form
D r s e yauy1 d­ r q d­ 2 r , 4.8 . .x x
 .with the positi¨ e constant d gi¨ en by Eq. 3.10 .
 .y1  .Proof. Let us calculate first Q CQ Q S Pu. By Eq. 2.18 we obtain
S Pu j , x s ya ­ m j r x y j m j ­ r x . 4.9 .  .  .  .  .  .  .j x
 .  .From Eq. 3.3 it follows that P S Pu s 0 for any u g D S , hence
Q S Pu s S Pu.
 .y1  .We see that ­ m, j m g W. The function r [ QCQ ­ m g L Rj 1 j 1
and it satisfies
1
X X Xr j s y­ m j q m j f j , j r j dj . .  .  .  .  .H1 j 1 /n j . R
 .  .  .  .  .y1hence by 4.3 and 4.4 , ­ r g L R . Similarly, r j [ QCQ j m gj 1 1
 .L R , thus1
y1P S Q CQ Q S Pu x , j .  . .
s m j a ­ r x j X r j X dj X q ­ 2r x j X r j X dj U , .  .  .  .  .H Hx 1 x /
R R
 . 1 .where we used the fact that H ­ f j dj s 0 for f g W R . The coeffi-R j 1
X  X. X  .cient H j r j dj is equal to d, as defined by 3.10 , and thus positive.R
y1 y1 X  X. XNext, ­ m s yu j m implies r s yu r and therefore H j r j djj 1 R 1
y1s yu d.
In order to make Theorem 2.1 available, we must prove the estimate




k5 5u s j ­ u j dj . .D H jS
R iqjs0
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 . < kLet us denote QCQ s QCQ and analyze the behavior of, say,D l Wn S
  .. 2 2G t . First, we note that D l W is a closed subspace of DQCQ. t G 0 S S2
 .  .and, under assumptions 4.3 and 4.4 and due to the properties of m, the
 . 2operator QCQ is continuous in D l W. Hence, the type of the2 S
 . 2semigroup is equal to the spectral bound of QCQ . For g g D l W the2 S
equation
yn j u j q m j f j , j X u j X dj X y lu j s g j .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
R
 . is uniquely solvable in W provided l f s QCQ in particular, l f
w x.yn , yn . Since then1 0
m j .
X X Xu j s f j , j u j dj y g j , .  .  .  .H /n j q l . R
 .  . 2we see by 4.3 and 4.4 that u is as regular as g, and therefore u g D .S
 . .  .Hence, s QCQ ; s QCQ . This yields by Lemma 3.1,2
5 5 2 yn 0 tG F Ke .DQCQ. S2
Hence all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and, since D
generates an analytic semigroup, the result valid in the discussed case is of
the same form as in Theorem 3.1.
5. LINEAR BOLTZMANN EQUATION WITH STRONG
EXTERNAL FIELD
In this section we shall analyze the asymptotic behavior of the solution
to the problem
­ u t , x , j s yj ­ u t , x , j .  .t x
1
q ya ­ u t , x , j y n j u t , x , j .  .  .je
qm j f j , j X u t , x , j X dj X .  .  .H /
R
u 0, x , j s u x , j . 5.1 .  .  .Ê
Physically, this scaling corresponds to the situation when both the colli-
sions and the external field are large. We adopt the same assumptions as
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in Section 3 concerning the scattering cross-section f and the collision
frequency n so that the integral operator K is weakly sequentially compact
in L for arbitrary k.1, k
In the present case the operator C is of the form
Cu j s E y M q K u j .  .  .  . .n
s ya ­ u j y n j u j q m j f j , j X u j X dj X .  .  .  .  .  .Hj
R
5.2 .
and we see that it is not bounded. We consider C on the domain
 . 1 .D C s W R . The existence of the solution to Cu s 0 is no longer1
w xobvious. We shall give the relevant results as proved, e.g., in 9 . Let us
assume that
n j dj s ` 5.3 .  .H
R
and consider the stationary equation
Cu s c . 5.4 .
We denote by L the inverse to E y M ; it is given byn
1 1j j X XÃ ÃLu j [ exp y n j dj u j dj , 5.5 .  .  .  . .H H 5Xa ay` j
and it follows that
5 5 5 5n Lf F f . 5.6 .L R . L R .1 1
 .If all the above assumptions, including 3.6 , are satisfied, the operator
 .  .LK is weakly compact in L R , L has a bounded inverse in L R , and1 1
hence l s 0 is a simple and isolated eigenvalue of C. Moreover
W s R C s u g L R ; u j dj s 0 5.7 .  .  .  .H1 5
R
 4and the spectral projection P onto V [ Lin e is given by
Pu s e u j dj s r e , 5.8 .  .H
R
 .This is identical with the formula 3.7 for the spectral projections for the
 .linear Boltzmann equation 3.1 and therefore all the formal calculations
will be the same here.
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 .The solvability of the problem 5.1 is dealt with as in the previous
section. We shall need, however, certain results on the solvability of the
equation
­ u t , j s ya ­ u t , j y n j u t , j .  .  .  .  .t j
q m j f j , j X u t , j X dj X .  .  .H
R
u 0, j s u j . 5.9 .  .  .Ê
The solution can be obtained along the same lines as the solution to the
 .  .   ..problem 4.1 ] 4.2 , as a perturbation of the semigroup G t .EyM t G 0nw xThis semigroup is given by 1
t
G t g j s exp y n j y as ds g j y at . 5.10 .  .  .  .  . . HEyMn  /0
  ..  .The semigroup G t , which solves the problem 5.9 , is a positiveC t G 0
w xsemigroup of contractions 1, 16 .
 .Standard calculations show that if the assumption 3.6 is satisfied, the
operator L maps the space L into itself. Moreover, due to the proper-1, k
ties of m, the operators K are bounded and weakly compact, hence the LK
are weakly compact on L , k g N.1, k
 .Therefore the stationary equation 5.4 has the same properties in all
the spaces L , k G 0. In particular, the eigenfunction e belongs to L1, k 1, k
for any k.
The diffusion equation in the present case is of the form
2 :­ r s y e ­ r q e d­ r , 5.11 .t x x
 :  .  .where e s H j e j dj , d s H j r j dj , and r is the unique in WR R
solution to the equation
ya ­ r j y n j r j q m j f j , j X r j X dj X .  .  .  .  .  .Hj
R
 :s yj e j q e e j . 5.12 .  .  .
However, the positivity of d cannot be obtained from the Hilbert space
theory due to the form of the operator C. To the author's knowledge, the
positivity in the general case has been established only under additional
 . w x w xassumptions on the function e which is not known explicitly 17 . In 4
the diffusion coefficient was found to be positive for a simple model of the
  .  ..linear BGK equation constant f and consequently n , see Eqs. 3.2 , 3.5 .
Here we extend this result for a perturbation of the BGK model, that is,
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we assume that
f j , j X s n 1 q h j , j X , 5.13 .  .  . .0
 .see Eq. 3.6 ; then h ) 0. We have the following result:
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let
X X X Xg s sup m j j y j h j , j dj . 5.14 .  .  .H
RjgR
If
g q sup h j , j X - 1 5.15 .  .
X
j , j gR
 .then the diffusion coefficient d in 5.11 is positi¨ e.
 .  X .  X . X  XProof. Since n j s H f j , j m j dj s n q n H h j ,R 0 0 R
.  X. X  X. X  .j m j dj and H r j dj s 0, we can rewrite Eq. 5.12 in the formR
ya ­ r j y n r j .  .j 0
 :s yj e j q e e j .  .
q n r j h j X , j m j X dj X y m j h j , j X r j X dj X . .  .  .  .  .  .H H0  /
R R
 .  w x.We multiply both sides by j and, since H ­ r j j dj s 0 see 17 , weR j
obtain
2  :2n d s j e j dj y e .H0
R
y n j r j h j X , j m j X dj X .  .  .H H0 
R R
ym j h j , j X r j X dj X dj . .  .  .H /
R
Next,
222  :  :j e j dj y e s j y e e j dj ) 0 .  . .H H
R R
and for the integral term we have
X X X X X Xj r j h j , j m j dj y m j h j , j r j dj dj .  .  .  .  .  .H H H /
R R R
5 5F g r , 5.16 .L R .1
 .where g is defined by Eq. 5.14 .
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 .  .Since r g W and by Eq. 5.13 we can write Eq. 5.12 in the form
ya ­ r j y n j r j q m j h j , j X r j X dj X .  .  .  .  .  .Hj
R
 :s yj e j q e e j , 5.17 .  .  .
 .and using Eq. 5.5 and Young's inequality for convolutions we obtain
X5 5  : 5 5r F L yj q e e q sup h j , j r . . . .  .L R . L R .L R1 11
X
j , j gR
 .  X.  .  .XBy Eq. 5.15 , h s sup h j , j - 1 and therefore Eqs. 5.6 , 5.13 ,max j , j g R
and the Schwartz inequality yield
1
5 5  :r F n L yj q e e . .  .L R . L R1 1n 1 y h .0 max
1
 :F yj q e e .  .L R1n 1 y h .0 max
1 2 :F yj q e e j dj . .H
n 1 y h . R0 max
and therefore
g 2 :n d G 1 y yj q e e j dj . .H0  /1 y h Rmax
and the proposition follows.
 .The availability of the assumption 2.7 is dealt with in the following
proposition.
  ..PROPOSITION 5.2. The semigroup G t is of a negati¨ e type inQCQ t G 0
L l W for any k.1, k
 .Proof. Let first k s 0. From Eq. 5.10 it follows that the type of
  ..G t satisfiesEyM t G 0n
v G F yn 5.18 . .EyM 0n
  ..which means that G t is a quasi-compact semigroup and more-EyM t G 0n
 w x.over its essential type satisfies the same inequality see 15, p. 214 . Thus
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for the essential spectral radius we have
r G t s exp tv G - eyn 0 t - 1 5.19 .  . . .  .ess EyM ess EyMn n
 w x.   .. < < yn 0 tsee 15, p. 74 , and hence if a g s G t satisfies a ) e , thenEyMn w xa is a pole of finite multiplicity. Therefore by 15, p. 85 there is a
 .corresponding l g s E y M with Rel ) yn . Clearly, this is impossi-n 0
 .   ..  < < yn 0 t4ble by 5.18 and therefore s G t l a ) e s B.EyMn
By the Bounded Perturbation Theorem we have
t
G t s G t q G t y s KG s ds, 5.20 .  .  .  .  .HC EyM EyM Cn n
0
where the integral is convergent in strong topology. We prove that for each
t  .  .fixed t, the operator H G t y s KG s ds is weakly sequentially com-0 EyM Cn
 .pact. Due to the special form of G s , and since K is weaklyEyMn
sequentially compact, the set
5 5M [ G s Kx ; x F 1, 0 F s F t . 4EyMn
is weakly sequentially precompact. Using the fact that the L spaces are1
weakly sequentially complete and combining Eberlein and Krein]Shmulyan
 w x.theorems see 18, pp. 185]189 we obtain that the norm-closed, convex
hull of M is weakly sequentially compact.
The elements of the set
t
5 5M s G t y s KG s x ds; x F 1 .  .H1 EyM C 5n
0
can be obtained as the norm limit of the Riemann sums
G t y s KG s x D s s t G t y s KG s x D s, ty1 .  .  .  . EyM i C i i EyM i C in n
which belong to the convex hull of M multiplied by t, hence M is weakly1
t  .  .sequentially compact and therefore H G t y s KG s ds is a weakly0 EyM Cn
sequentially compact operator.
 .Hence, using Eq. 5.20 and the reasoning of the proof of Lemma 3.1 we
< < yn 0 t  .see that any a satisfying a ) e is either a regular value of G t orC
 .an eigenvalue of G t . In other words,C
v G t F yn - 0, . .ess C 0
  ..  .hence G t is a quasi-compact semigroup. Also, if l g s C andC t G 0
Rel ) yn , then l is an isolated eigenvalue with finite multiplicity and0
belongs to the point spectrum of C.
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  ..Clearly, G t is also a quasi-compact semigroup and to proveQCQ t G 0
 .that it is of negative type we must show that s QCQ - 0 or, in other
  ..words, that l s 0 is the only eigenvalue of C with Re l s 0. But G tC t G 0
 . w xis a positive semigroup of contractions with s C s 0, thus by 15, p. 297 ,
 .  4   ..s C l z; Re z s 0 is imaginary additively cyclic. Since r G t Fp ess C
yn 0 t t?0   .. w xe - e s 1 s r G t , we obtain by 15, p. 177 that l s 0 is aC
strictly dominant eigenvalue and therefore there are no other eigenvalues
satisfying Re l s 0. This ends the proof of the proposition for k s 0.
The extension of the result for k ) 0 follows from the fact that the
properties of the involved operators are the same in all spaces L .1, k
Hence, Theorem 2.1 is available provided u g W 4 l W 2 , ­ 2 u g LÊ Ê1. 2. xj 1, 1
 .for almost every x g R, and the assumption 5.13 holds.
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